Just
WILD Kisses
MAGIC
Designed by Robert Kaufman Fabrics
www.robertkaufman.com

Featuring

Finished quilt measures: 59-1/2” x 78”

For questions about this pattern, please email Patterns@RobertKaufman.com.

Fabric and Supplies Needed
Fabric amounts based on yardage that is 42” wide.

Color

Fabric

Name/SKU

Yardage

Color

Fabric

Name/SKU

Yardage

A

ABKD-18988-286
WILD

2/3 yard
(one full
panel)

F

ABKD-17648-55
SWEET PEA

1/4 yard

B

ABKD-18991-286
WILD

1/4 yard

G

ABKD-17649-388
PRAIRIE SKY

1/4 yard

C

ABKD-17649-63
SKY

2/3 yard

H

ABKD-18990-286
WILD

1/3 yard

D

ABKD-17647-26
PETUNIA

1/4 yard

I

ABKD-17649-69
MIDNIGHT

3-1/8 yard

E

ABKD-17649-19
ORCHID

1/4 yard

ABKD-17649-70

5/8 yard

Binding

Copyright 2019, Robert Kaufman
For individual use only - Not for resale

You will also need:
4-7/8 yards for backing

Notes Before You Begin
- Read through all of the instructions before beginning.
- All of the seam allowances are 1/4” unless otherwise noted.
- Press seam allowances open unless otherwise noted.
- Width of fabric (WOF) is equal to at least 42” wide.
- Right sides together has been abbreviated to RST.
- Remember to measure twice and cut once!
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Cutting Instructions
From Fabric A, cut:
eight 10” x 11-1/2” panel blocks
From Fabric B, cut:
one 10” x 11-1/2” rectangle
From Fabric C, cut:
six 1-1/2” x WOF strips. Subcut:
eighteen 1-1/2” x 13” strips
six 2” x WOF strips. Subcut:
eighteen 2” x 11-1/2” strips
From Fabric D, cut:
two 2-1/2” x WOF strips. Subcut:
five 2-1/2” squares
twenty Template A pieces
twenty Template A-Reversed pieces
From Fabric E, cut:
two 2-1/2” x WOF strips. Subcut:
six 2-1/2” squares
twenty-four Template A pieces
twenty-four Template A-Reversed pieces
From Fabric F, cut:
two 2-1/2” x WOF strips. Subcut:
five 2-1/2” squares
twenty Template A pieces
twenty Template A-Reversed pieces
From Fabric G, cut:
two 2-1/2” x WOF strips. Subcut:
six 2-1/2” squares
twenty-four Template A pieces
twenty-four Template A-Reversed pieces
From Fabric H, cut:
seven 1-1/2” x WOF strips. Set aside for the middle border.
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From Fabric I, cut:
six 1-1/2” x WOF strips. Set aside for inner borders.
twenty-two 2-1/2” x WOF strips. Subcut:
eighty-eight Template B pieces
forty-six 2-1/2” squares
twenty-four 2-1/2” x 9-1/2” rectangles
twelve 2-1/2” x 13-1/2” rectangles
seven 3” x WOF strips. Set aside for outer border.
two 5-1/8” x WOF strips. Subcut:
twelve 5-1/8” squares. Cut each once on the diagonal.
two 6-1/2” x WOF strip. Subcut:
eight 6-1/2” x 9” rectangles
From the Binding Fabric, cut:
eight 2-1/2” x WOF strips

Quilt Construction
Step 1: Sew a Fabric C 2” x 11-1/2” strip to either side of a Fabric A panel
block.
Step 2: Sew a Fabric C 1-1/2” x 13” strip to the top & bottom of the panel
block from Step 1. Repeat Steps 1 & 2 to make eight Fabric A panel blocks
and one Fabric B block.

D

Step 3: Sew a Fabric D/Template A-Reverse triangle to a Fabric I/Template B
triangle. Press. Sew a Fabric D/Template A triangle to the opposite side of the
unit. Press. Repeat to make a total of twenty D units.

Step 4: Repeat Step 3 to make a total of:

D

GF

E

FE

twenty-four E units

E

ED

F

GE

twenty F units

DG

F

GE

G

GF

DF

twenty-four G units

Step 5: Sew a D unit to one side of a Fabric I 2-1/2” x 9-1/2” strip and an
G unit to the opposite side of the strip, following diagram. Make two DG
strips.

DG
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Step 6: Repeat Step 5 to make a total of:

GF

two GF strips

GE
two GE strips

FE
two FE strips

ED
two ED strips

DF
two DF strips

Step 7: Gather:
one Fabric D square
one Fabric G square
one Fabric F square
one Fabric E square
one D unit from Step 3
two G units from Step 4
two F units from Step 4
one E unit from Step 4
three 2-1/2” x 9” Fabric I rectangles
Arrange in the order shown in the diagram and sew together to form a strip. Press.
Step 8: Gather:
one Fabric G square
one Fabric F square
one Fabric E square
one Fabric D square
one D unit from Step 3
two E units from Step 4
two F units from Step 4
one G unit from Step 4
three 2-1/2” x 9” Fabric I rectangles
Arrange in the order shown in the diagram and sew together to form a strip. Press.
Step 9: Gather:
one Fabric E square
one Fabric D square
one Fabric G square
one Fabric F square
one E unit from Step 4
two D units from Step 3
two G units from Step 4
one F unit from Step 4
three 2-1/2” x 9” Fabric I rectangles
Arrange in the order shown in the diagram and sew together to form a strip. Press.
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Step 10: Gather:
one Fabric F square
one Fabric E square
one Fabric D square
one Fabric G square
one F unit from Step 4
two D units from Step 3
two E units from Step 4
one G unit from Step 4
three 2-1/2” x 9” Fabric I rectangles
Arrange in the order shown in the diagram and sew together to form a strip. Press.

Step 11: Arrange the blocks in
three rows of three blocks each,
and add Step 5 and Step 6
strips for sashing, following the
diagrams for fabric placement.
Sew each row together. Be
sure to pay attention to the
orientation of the strips to make
sure they match the diagram.

Step 12: Sew the strip from Step 7 to the top of Row 1 and the strip from Step 8 to the bottom
of Row 1.
Step 13: Sew the strip from Step 9 to the top of Row 3 and the strip from Step 10 to the
bottom of Row 3.
Step 14: Sew all three rows together.
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Step 15: Gather:
one D unit from Step 3
one G unit from Step 4
one F unit from Step 4
one E unit from Step 4
three 2-1/2” x 13” Fabric I rectangles
Arrange in the order shown in the diagram and sew together to form a strip. Press. Sew to
the top of the quilt center, noting the orientation.
Step 16: Gather:
one F unit from Step 4
one E unit from Step 4
one D unit from Step 3
one G unit from Step 4
three 2-1/2” x 13” Fabric I rectangles
Arrange in the order shown in the diagram and sew together to form a strip. Press. Sew to
the bottom of the quilt center, noting the orientation.
Step 17: Gather:
one F unit from Step 4
one E unit from Step 4
one G unit from Step 4
one D unit from Step 3
three 2-1/2” x 13-1/2” Fabric I rectangles
two 2-1/2” Fabric I squares
Arrange in the order shown in the diagram and sew together to form a strip. Press. Sew to
the left edge of the quilt center, noting the orientation.
Step 18: Gather:
one E unit from Step 4
one D unit from Step 3
one F unit from Step 4
one G unit from Step 4
three 2-1/2” x 13-1/2” Fabric I rectangles
two 2-1/2” Fabric I squares
Arrange in the order shown in the diagram and sew together to form a strip. Press. Sew to
the right edge of the quilt center, noting the orientation.
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Step 19: Gather:
Four 2-1/2” Fabric I squares
Four Fabric D units from Step 3
One 2-1/2” Fabric D square
Arrange in three rows of three as shown, noting the orientation of the Star Points. Sew
the units together to form rows, pressing the seam toward the pieced units. Sew the rows
together, pressing the seams open.

Step 20: Sew one 5-1/8” Fabric I triangle to each of the four edges of the block.
Press toward the triangles. The block should measure 9” square.
Repeat Steps 19 and 20 to make a total of:

two Fabric E blocks

one Fabric F block

two Fabric G blocks

Step 21: Gather:
one Fabric E block
one Fabric D block
one Fabric G block
four 6-1/2” x 9” Fabric I rectangles
Sew together to form the top row of the quilt, noting the fabric placement. Press. Sew it to
the top edge of the quilt center.

Step 22: Gather:
one Fabric G block
one Fabric F block
one Fabric E block
four 6-1/2” x 9” Fabric I rectangles
Sew together to form the bottom row of the quilt, noting the fabric placement. Press. Sew it
to the bottom edge of the quilt center.
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Step 23: Sew the 1-1/2” Fabric I inner border strips together. Trim to the length of the quilt and
sew to the left and right edges of the quilt. Press toward the strips. Trim the remainder of the
strips to the width of the quilt and sew to the top and bottom edges of the quilt. Press toward
the strips.
Step 24: Sew the 1-1/2” Fabric H inner border strips together, end-to end. Trim two lengths to
the length of the quilt and sew to the left and right edges of the quilt. Press toward the strips.
Trim two lengths to the width of the quilt and sew to the top and bottom edges of the quilt.
Press toward the strips.
Step 25: Sew the 3” Fabric I outer border strips together, end-to end. Trim two lengths to the
length of the quilt and sew to the left and right edges of the quilt. Press toward the strips. Trim
two lengths to the width of the quilt and sew to the top and bottom edges of the quilt. Press
toward the strips.
Your quilt top is complete. Baste, quilt, bind and enjoy!
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Templates
Print at 100%.
Check size printed correctly using 1” box for scale prior to cutting fabric.

1” box for
scale

MORNINGMOON UNICORNS
TEMPLATE A

MORNINGMOON UNICORNS
TEMPLATE B

This pattern may be used for personal purposes only and may not be reproduced in any form without the
express permission from Robert Kaufman Fabrics. This pattern is not for resale. All patterns, unless otherwise
attributed, are © Robert Kaufman Co., Inc. 2005-2019. All rights reserved.
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